The 2012 Presidential Election Forecasts Outcomes And Consequences
Christopher Grider said he came to Washington on Jan. 6 with no intention of rioting. But he got caught up in the mob of angry
supporters of then-Pres ...
Two top officers in the Napa County Sheriff's Office are likely to face each other in the June 2022 election: Undersheriff Jon
Crawford and Capt. Oscar Ortiz, currently serving as ...
Anti-Jan. 6 panel Republicans play right into Pelosi's hands, Meijer warns
White House’s slate of nominees would put familiar faces back in the Pentagon
The 2012 Presidential Election Forecasts
The essay described congressional extremists, their rejection of truth, a party turning into authoritarians or "an apocalyptic cult." It
bore a striking headline: ...
Dismissed in 2012, this diagnosis of GOP ills has now become undeniable
The stark rupture pits those responsible for the results against seemingly everyone else in their party from the Arizona Legislature to
Mar-a-Lago.
'Fighting for democracy here': Election audit pits Maricopa County Republicans vs. Arizona GOP senators
Christopher Grider said he came to Washington on Jan. 6 with no intention of rioting. But he got caught up in the mob of angry
supporters of then-Pres ...
The mob made me do it: Rioters claim Jan. 6 crowd at fault
A group on Pentagon nominees have experience dealing with the Pentagon’s acquisition system and extensive knowledge from
industry, but they also have the scars from programs gone wrong and ...
White House’s slate of nominees would put familiar faces back in the Pentagon
A vacancy in the Tennessee House district created by the death of Rep. Mike Carter, R-Ooltewah, ultimately will be filled by a
special election required by the state's constitution. But the Hamilton ...
Special election would replace the late Rep. Carter; Hamilton County Commission likely to name interim replacement
Rep. Peter Meijer, Michigan Republican, said Sunday that Republicans who are trying to block a commission on the Jan. 6 storming
of the Capitol are laying the groundwork for a more partisan panel ...
Anti-Jan. 6 panel Republicans play right into Pelosi's hands, Meijer warns
The New York congresswoman is poised to become No. 3 House GOP leader, replacing Liz Cheney, who voted to impeach Trump
and denounced the “big lie” of a stolen election.
Elise Stefanik said she was one of the ‘most bipartisan’ members of Congress. Then she went all-in on Trump’s false election
claims.
The trial of former French President Nicolas Sarkozy on charges that his unsuccessful 2012 reelection bid was illegally financed has
formally started on Thursday. The scandal had thrown his ...
France's Sarkozy goes on trial over 2012 campaign financing
PARIS >> Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy goes on trial on Thursday on charges that his unsuccessful 2012 reelection bid
was illegally financed, a scandal that has thrown his conservative party ...
Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy goes on trial over 2012 campaign financing
Earlier this week, a group of 124 retired admirals and generals — calling themselves “Flag Officers 4 America” — published an open
letter that questioned the legitimacy of the presidential election ...
Former military leaders criticized the election and the administration. That hurts the military’s reputation.
Once again, House Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy is overseeing a caucus fractured by the Jan. 6 Capitol riot. The Bakersfield
Republican helped lead the GOP charge against an effort to create an ...
MCCARTHY exposed on JAN. 6 commission — BRYAN on the brink — LA pushes NEWSOM on ALISO — SUSPENSE day
Sally Buzbee, senior vice president and executive editor of The Associated Press, has been named executive editor of The
Washington Post.
AP's Sally Buzbee Named Exec Editor of the Washington Post
The Times says they plan to replace two departed reporters, but their track record doesn't inspire confidence.
More trouble is brewing at the Tampa Bay Times, and that’s bad news for readers
For the second time in the past eight years, a convicted sex offender is running unopposed for student body president at Riverside
City College, and once again it is generating quite a stir among some ...
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Another convicted sex offender running for student body president at RCC
Davidson, who sat on board from 2007-12, says he’s eager to begin second stint. The new appointee to the governing board of
Hamilton Schools is not a new face to the city schools. Former Hamilton ...
New Hamilton school board member not new to city school leadership
Two top officers in the Napa County Sheriff's Office are likely to face each other in the June 2022 election: Undersheriff Jon
Crawford and Capt. Oscar Ortiz, currently serving as ...
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The mob made me do it: Rioters claim Jan. 6 crowd at fault
AP's Sally Buzbee Named Exec Editor of the Washington Post
'Fighting for democracy here': Election audit pits Maricopa County Republicans vs. Arizona GOP senators
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